
Quantum Leap
Heal.Thy Money Journey

CHALLENGE DAY 3



Welcome
to Heal.Thy Money Journey
Quantum Leap

Welcome to Day 3 of the Heal.Thy Money Journey Quantum Leap!

Throughout this 3 day challenge you'll find my 3 steps to quantum leap your
money healing journey. They're designed to heal, inspire and activate you, so
that you can release the shackles of yesteryear, ignite your creativity and
awaken your spirit. These steps will show you the money healing journey
you need to take to get to freedom, flow and abundance on all levels.

These are the same steps I've personally followed to transform my money
story from one of struggle and scarcity to one of abundance on all levels -
wealth, health and love. These are a key piece of the money healing journey I
teach inside the Heal.Thy Money Journey. 

The third step is to release the energetic blocks you've brought some
awareness to, to create space for your divine vision to manifest. I'm gifting
you a quantum healing tool to add to your spiritual tool box. This tool can be
called upon throughout your money healing journey to alchemise your fears
and blocks into a love and abundant energy. 
 
So, let's begin step three - Release. I'm very excited to share this with you.
Let's dive in!

Angela Maree

Founder - Heal.Thy Money Co 

xx
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3 Steps

Connect inwards to your intuitive guidance
and access your soul's gifts and spiritual
calling for for 2022 and beyond

1 DIVINE VISION

Reflect on what is blocking you from
achieving your divine vision. 

Explore blocks, fears, limiting beliefs,
energetic holes in your container and what

the gaps are that you need to close.

Release what is not serving you with a
quantum healing tool, to create space
for your divine vision to manifest

2 REFLECT

3 RELEASE
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to Quantum Leap your 
Money Healing Journey in 2022



Step 3
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Release
WHAT ENERGY ARE YOU GOING TO RELEASE TODAY?
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WHAT ENERGY WOULD YOU L IKE  TO BRING IN  TO F ILL  THE VOID?



Are you readyto deepen your money healing journey?

OK, so there you have it. The 3 steps to quantum leap your money healing
journey. I trust this challenge has opened your eyes to a whole new way of
creating true abundance in your life. 

Is your mind blown with the possibilities?

Are you inspired by your divine vision? Is your heart sparkling and ready to be
lit on fire?

And MOST importantly - are you READY to learn the HOW in bringing all of
this to together so you can make the abundance you desire manifest in your
reality?

Because this moment. This moment right here is when it all changes. Your
Higher Self is asking you to be brave, to listen to ALL the signs you've been
receiving. The change begins the moment you have the courage to say YES.
Energies begin to realign in your favour. 

Soul-aligned freedom, abundance and FULFILMENT awaits you. The only way
is THROUGH. Let your soul's impulse guide you forward now.

** DRUMROLL ** 

We have FINALLY opened the doors to our signature program Heal.Thy
Money Journey, a 12 week deeply transformational container, that infuses
the practical and spiritual, taking you on a money healing journey towards
freedom, flow and abundance on all levels. 

So if your soul is nudging you down the money healing journey, THIS IS IT!
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connect@healthymoney.co
www.healthymoney.co

Click here... I WANT TO ENROL. NOW!
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Super keen but got questions you need answered before taking the leap? 

Just send an email to:

https://healthymoney.co/healthy-money-journey/


The money healing journey
to creating a life of financial freedom, 

flow and abundance on all levels
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